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Bruce Haynes 

Mozart and the oboe 

::x 

1 Anon, Portrait of Sante Aguilar (1757). Oil painting. 
(Bologna, Liceo Musicale, Sala Bossi) 

Although the Classical oboe looks at first sight like a 
Baroque oboe, its smaller bore and tone-holes represent 
a sharp break with the past. Like the harpsichord, the 
Baroque oboe represents the end of an era, the culmina- 
tion of many years of development. The Classical oboe, 
on the other hand, is innovative and experimental like 
the fortepiano; few periods in the oboe's history have 
seen change as radical in such a short space of time. And 
it is from the Classical instrument, not the Baroque one, 
that the model of oboe currently played in symphony 
orchestras (the A6 'Conservatoire' Lor e) ultimately 
derives. To be sure, the 'Lor e oboe" is a different instru- 
ment from its Classical ancestor. But the differences are 
the sum total of small changes rather than a revision of 
basic principle. The Lor e is the outcome of more than a 
century of incremental additions of keys and small 

adjustments to the narrow Classical bore and 
tone-holes. 

For the player, the difference in feel and response 
between the oboes of Bach and Mozart is much greater 
than that between the two most common Baroque 
types-the oboe and the oboe d'amore a 3rd below it. In 
character, the Classical oboe has been 'tamed'-gone are 
the wild excesses and the effort to avoid saying 'too 
much' that are typical of the Baroque instrument. Part of 
this meekness is a question of dynamics: the Classical 
oboe is softer, especially in the upper register. The tone is 
also narrower and more focused. It is an instrument that 
cannot be mastered by the casual player. It is extremely 
sensitive to intonation corrections and requires a more 
refined use of fingering technique. While it flourished in 
a period in which the upper range was significantly 
extended and upward slurs became more general, it did 
not yet possess that characteristic feature of the 20th- 
century oboe, octave speaker keys. 

The earliest definitive form of the oboe (depending on 
how you define what an oboe is) had existed for only 
about 70 years when Mozart was born.2 By contrast, the 
modern Loree oboe is already 115 years old. (Again, this 
parallels the history of the development of the piano.)3 
The pace of change was clearly much quicker in the 18th 
century. Surely one reason instruments are more stable 
now is that their repertory is canonized: we play the same 
pieces over and over again (even the same 18th-century 
pieces, like the Brandenburg Concertos and the 'Four 
Seasons'), whereas music then was always 'contempo- 
rary' and had the same obligation to be forever inno- 
vative that popular music has today. 

No wonder, then, that Josef Haydn wrote in 1766 to his 
employer, Prince Esterhizy, that his oboes needed 
replacement and no longer possessed the proper pitch. 
He requested a pair of new 'durable hautboi with an 
extra joint for each one (in order that all the necessary 
pitches can be played)', and mentioned a maker in 
Vienna named Rocko Bauer, who in his opinion was 'the 

'S14 most skilful in such things. 
Classical music presented new demands to oboe play- 

ers and makers. Compared to the earlier part of the cen- 
tury, the tonalities used in oboe solos changed very little,5 
but the tessitura went higher and the upper range was 
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2 Louis Carrogis de Carmontelle (1717-1806), Quatuor: Pro- 
ver, Duport, Vachon et Rodolphe. Oil painting. (Chantilly, 
Mus6e Cond6) 

extended; Mozart's Oboe Quartet, for instance, has a 
mean range almost six semitones-a 4th-higher than 
Bach's average for oboe obbligatos.6 

Illus.i is a portrait made in 1767 of the leading oboe 
player in Bologna at the time, Sante Aguilar 
(c.1734-18o8), for whom Mozart probably wrote a min- 
uet three years later, in 1770 (K122). The stamp on Agui- 
lar's oboe is illegible, but the instrument strongly 
resembles contemporary oboes by the Dresden maker 
Jacob Grundmann (1729-18oo00), one of the best known 
makers of his day. (The additional keys that were fre- 
quently later added to his instruments show that they 
were also popular for at least a generation after his 
death.)7 Oboes similar to those of Grundmann were 
made in Italy and France (notably by the makers Chris- 
tophe Delusse (fl.1781-9) and Carlo Palanca 

(c.1700-83)),' and the modern Viennese oboe resembles 
them in profile. Grundmann began the unusual practice 
of regularly dating his oboes. Forty of his dated oboes 
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3 Anon., Tafelmusik des Fursten Krafft Ernst zu Oettingen (c.1791). Silhouette on gilt. The composer Anton Rosetti is playing 
bass. (Maihingen, Firstlich-Oettingen-Wallersteinschen Bibliothek) 

have survived, spanning a period from 1768 to 18oo.9 By 
studying them it is possible to trace the development of 
good, standard oboes during Mozart's lifetime practi- 
cally by the year. Grundmann's style shows a clear muta- 
tion during his career (especially in the bell flare and 
centre socket shape), and his practice of dating his oboes 
means that instruments can be accurately matched to 
specific pieces, since an oboe built in the late 1760s or 
early 1770s, for instance, may not be appropriate for the 
Mozart Oboe Quartet written in 1781, although it will 
probably work well for the Oboe Concerto.'0 Illus.4 and 
5 show two representative instruments, dated respect- 
ively 1774 and 1784, both with added keys." 

Mozart wrote six solos and four chamber works with 
prominent parts for the oboe, and there are also a few 
beautiful obbligatos with voice, and solos in wind 
ensembles. His first oboe solo was written when he was 
12, in 1768,1" the last in 1791, the year of his death.'3 Of the 
numerous oboists with whom he worked, the best 

known were Johann Christian Fischer (1733-18oo), Gio- 
seffo Secchi (fl.1755-84),'4 and the family friends Giu- 

seppe Ferlendis (1755-181o)'" and Joseph Fiala 

(1749/5o-1816).'6 But the only player who was able to 

inspire a number of oboe solos from Mozart's pen was 
Friedrich Ramm (?c.1744-1813). 

Ramm was one of the elite players of the illustrious 
orchestra at Mannheim. Mozart met him there in 1777, 
and was immediately impressed.'7 Ramm, for his part, 
enthusiastically adopted Mozart's recently composed 
Oboe Concerto in C, K271k, originally written for Fer- 
lendis.'8 In the ensuing four years Mozart wrote several 
solos for Ramm,'9 of which the best known is Kv370/ 
368b, the 'Oboe Quartet' (the fashionable new solo form 
which, by the 1770s had virtually replaced the sonata 
with continuo).2' The singularity of this sparkling, eth- 
ereal quartet (written in 1781, when Mozart was just 25) 
lies in its exceptional use of high notes; he wrote nothing 
else that resembled it in this respect, before or after. 
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4 Oboe by Jacob Friedrich Grundmann, 
dated 1774 (Berlin, Musikinstrumenten- 
museum des Staatlichen Instituts fir Mus- 
ikforschung, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 
no.100oo5) 

5 Oboe by Jacob Friedrich Grundmann, 
dated 1784 (Vermillion, SD, Shrine to Music 
Museum, no.3996) 
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Two years earlier, in 1779, Mozart had taken Ramm's 
solo part to the remarkable opera scena 'Popoli di Tes- 

saglia', K316, no higher than d"', though the virtuoso 
voice part flies up to high g"'. * This piece may have 

inspired Ramm to extend his high register, and Mozart 

consequently to exploit e"'", e"' and f" in the Quartet. 
The use of these notes obviously restricted the number 
of players who could have attempted the piece, and may 
have made it Ramm's exclusive property for a consider- 
able time. (It was not published until 20 years after its 

composition, in 18oi.) That these notes were written 

especially for Ramm is indicated by the fact that Mozart 
never went higher than e"'" (and rarely above d"') in his 

subsequent works for oboe." 
The range Mozart gave for the oboe in Thomas Att- 

wood's notes of 1785-6 (p.156) was c'-c"'. High f'" first 

appears in oboe fingering charts in 1792.23 One of Fiala's 
oboe concertos24 uses f", as does a concerto by Anton 
Rosetti." By about 18oo there are reports of the use of 

g,.26 
The oboist W. T. Parke, in his Musical Memoirs 

(1830) writes of one of his performances in the 1790s, 'in 
which I introduced some of my newly discovered high 
notes, (up to G in alto,) particularly a shake on the upper 
D, which was greatly applauded' (i, p.215). As we shall see 
below, all these examples appear to be for oboes with 

only two keys. 
Mozart had met and heard Johann Christian Fischer 

(perhaps the most celebrated oboist of his day) as a boy 
of nine years, in the Hague. Some years later he wrote 
some popular keyboard variations27 to the Rondo of 
Fischer's best-known oboe concerto. But it seems that 
Fischer's later visit to Vienna in 1787 did not inspire any 
oboe solos from Mozart. The two men met at that time 

(together with Ramm), and Mozart even went to hear 
Fischer play some of his concertos, but this time he was 
not impressed, as he wrote at length to his father.28 

In Vienna in the 1780s Mozart developed a special 
affinity for the clarinet, starting with the 'Kegelstatt' 
Trio, K498 (1786), written for Anton Stadler.29 By the end 
of Mozart's life (in contrast to the situation in Bach's 

day) the clarinet was on at least an equal footing with the 
oboe. Its rapid rise, in the amazingly short space of a 

generation, is testimony to the experimental spirit of the 
age. It is also the single most important development in 
the history of Classical woodwinds. 

The clarinet was originally a doubling instrument for 
oboists, and in the late 18th and early 19th centuries it 
gradually supplanted many of the oboe's traditional 
functions.30 The Attwood notes contain Mozart's com- 
ment that: 'The clarinett is very useful instead of the 

oboes', implying its role as an alternative possibility. The 
clarinet functioned well in flat keys and sometimes 

replaced the oboe for this reason.31 The quartet of 1781 
was the crest of his oboe writing; his important solos 

(K314, K316 and K370) were all written in mid-career, 
before his definitive move to Vienna. Had Stadler not 
been the exquisite musician he apparently was (or had 
he played the oboe more than the clarinet) perhaps we 
would have had a later Mozart oboe quintet, or another 
concerto. 

The question of pitch in Mozart's day has not yet been 

explored systematically. Haydn tells us in his letter that 
he had to deal with more than one pitch.32 It seems that 
'Viennese pitch' was a recognized standard and that it 
was considered relatively high.33 The date of Haydn's let- 
ter suggests that pitch rose in Vienna in the late 1750s or 

early 1760s. That he mentioned the need for 'durable 
hautboi' further implies that, whatever the pitches, they 
were expected to remain relatively stable for some time 
thereafter. One thing is clear: there was no such thing as 
'Classical pitch'; different standards existed at different 

places. 
One of the reasons why a' = 43o is popular nowadays 

as a Classical pitch is that original clarinets are rarely 
lower. But the clarinet is associated with Vienna, a city 
apparently known at the time for its high pitch. A rela- 

tively high standard also prevailed at the Concert Spiri- 
tuel in Paris at the end of the century. But we know that, 
at the same time in other parts of Europe (like Berlin, 
and Italy in general), pitch stabilized near a' = 415.34 
There are certainly instruments of the period that sound 
and function better, and have a more consistent internal 
intonation, at about this pitch. It is an over-simplifica- 
tion, then, to apply a' = 430 as a defacto standard, and to 
assume that all Classical instruments are meant to play 
that high. This is what happens when players are 

required to produce music on historical instruments 
without sufficient information to back them up. It is not 
the only example; another myth is that the addition of 
new keys to woodwind instruments represented 
progress. 

Certainly, keys are associated with the Industrial 
Revolution. But the technology necessary for large 
numbers of keys was already in place by the early 18th 
century. Musettes like the one illustrated in Jacques 
Hotteterre's Mcthode pour la musette of 1737 had 13 keys 
as standard equipment (illus.6). (Keys were required on 
the musette, since, because of its 'closed' finger tech- 
nique, cross-fingering was ineffective.) Despite this, keys 
were rarely used on woodwinds until the end of the 18th 
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6 Illustration of musette chanters, Jacques-Martin Hotte- 
terre, Methode pour la musette (Paris, 1737) 

century, and then only when they were absolutely 
necessary. The Classical oboe, for instance, usually had 
only two keys, while the Baroque oboe had three. (The 
duplicate e' on the Baroque oboe for either right- or 
left-hand playing were eliminated on the Classical oboe, 
thus indicating that the hand position that is common 
nowadays, left over right, had become standard.) 

The primary purpose of additional keys was not to 
advance pure technique, but to adapt instruments to the 
new demands of early 19th-century music. On the oboe, 
additional keys accomplished two things: they increased 
range (mostly upward, by the use of speaker or octave 
keys),3" and they obscured (though they have never 
entirely eliminated) the differences in tone colour 
between various tonalities. The 18th-century traverso, 
oboe and bassoon normally had only one chromatic key; 
any other keys served merely as extensions to the reach 
of the fingers. Chromatic notes that were not part of the 
natural seven-hole scale were obtained by so-called 
'forked-fingerings' (also called 'cross-fingerings') and 
'half-holing'. These fingerings, being more complicated, 
were more difficult to play and produced a covered or 
veiled timbre. The result was the characteristically 
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7 Thomas Gainsborough, Portrait of Johann Christian Fischer (between 1774 and 1788). Oil painting. (London, 
Collection of Her Majesty the Queen). A recent investigation of this picture has revealed that beneath it lies Gains- 
borough's long-lost attempt at a portrait of William Shakespeare, begun but never completed. 
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uneven scales of 18th-century woodwinds, which give 
the effect of singing a scale using different vowels for 
each note. The placement of these forked and half- 

fingerings along the scale gave each tonality its own par- 
ticular sound, technique and intonation. By eliminating 
these cross-fingerings, the new keys deprived notes like 
F, G? and Bb of their distinctive character. As the music 
of the 19th century gradually moved into extreme ton- 
alities, of course, homogeneity of sound became desir- 
able. The new keys thus acted secondarily to make 
extreme tonalities more accessible technically. 

Obviously, when keys were eventually added, they 
were meant to ease the player's task. But it is unlikely 
that they would have contributed to virtuosity. On the 

contrary-in some cases, the less hardware, the more 
freedom there is to use alternative fingerings (which 
offer technical solutions and greater control of tone, 
intonation and dynamics). Keys can also act as a brake 
on technique in simple tonalities like C major.36 

There are many indications that oboes generally con- 
tinued to use only two keys even well into the 19th cen- 
tury. Illustrations of oboes with more than two keys are 
unknown until Vogt's Methode pour hautbois (c.1813; 

illus.8). Rossini's close friend Baldessare Centroni, the 
oboist for whom he wrote all his famous solos, is shown 

8 Illustration of oboe with four keys, A.-G. Vogt, Methode 
pour hautbois (Ms., c.1813) (Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale) 

in a portrait of c.1815 with a two-keyed oboe (illus.9).37 
Other pictures of two-keyed oboes from well beyond 
Mozart's period (illus.io, 11, 13) suggest that he is 
unlikely to have encountered anything else. 

After Vogt, the first fingering chart to describe an oboe 
with more than two keys was Joseph Sellner's Oboe 
Schule (Vienna, c.1825), which showed ten keys.38 But all 
the 17 known oboe charts published in various countries 
in the 50 years that preceded Sellner's book still show an 
oboe with only two keys.39 

Of the surviving oboes made by Jacob Grundmann, 
who worked until 18oo, four seem definitely to have been 
made with an extra key each. (Three of these were octave 

9 Anon, Portrait of Baldassare Centroni (c.1815) (Bologna, 
Liceo Musicale) 

1O Katherine Levin/Hugo Kauffmann, The Clarionet Player. 
Etching, after an oil painting by Karl Muller (1813-72). (Mon- 
treal, Bruce Haynes) 
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11 Scale drawing of a Delusse oboe, F. J. Garnier, Mgthode raisonde pour le hautbois (Paris, c.1798-18oo) 
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keys, the other a c' .)4o All the other 50 Grundmanns 
were originally made without additional keys,41 includ- 
ing many of his last oboes. Of the 13 surviving oboes by 
Grundmann's equally famous competitor August Gren- 
ser (from whom Leopold Mozart ordered two oboes and 
two English horns for the Salzburg court in 1776),42 only 
one, made in 1791, has original added keys (again, for c' # 
and the octave).43 

Only one key, the octave,44 would have had any pro- 
found effect on the playing technique of the instrument 
and how its reeds were made (by changing the way over- 
tones were produced). But with two known exceptions, 
octave keys date from the late 1780s and beyond.45 It is 
hard to avoid the conclusion that the innovations to the 
oboe of Mozart's day, while substantial, did not involve 
the addition of keys, much less key systems-that 
belonged to the next generation. And even then, they 
occasioned much controversy.46 

But many modern players of the so-called 'Classical' 

oboe use instruments with as many as ten keys. This is 
clearly anachronistic, but in fairness to these players it 
should be noted that they are asked to play literature 
spanning a period from Lully to Mendelssohn, during 
which the oboe evolved far more than it has done since. 
Whereas oboists of any given period in the past were 
usually required to play music in only one particular 
style, so-called 'specialists' on the early oboe today are 
anything but. They are expected to play French, German 
and Italian music, in pitches ranging from a' = 392 to 

430. Modern players, unlike the oboists of the past, 
whose repertory was much more restricted in both time 
and style, are obviously not in a position to develop the 
same close contact with their instruments and the 
necessary reed setups. The present professional player of 
the early oboe is expected to be able to play three instru- 
ments at a' = 415 (the treble oboe, oboe d'amore and 
oboe da caccia), at least one later oboe (usually at a' = 

425 or 430) and perhaps another oboe at a' = 392. For 
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each of these instruments a different type of reed is 
required, and each will have its own idiosyncrasies, 
special fingerings, tone colour, response and intonation. 
No wonder players look for general-purpose instru- 
ments that can serve for music of more than one gener- 
ation or area. 

There is also a link between the addition of keys to 
woodwinds and the movement away from mean-tone (a 
tuning that suits non-keyed woodwinds well). Some of 
the first new keys, like the f', were meant primarily to 
help play in equal temperament, by dividing the func- 
tion of a single tuning hole. f and f' , for instance, both 
previously controlled by hole 5, became controlled by 
two separate holes. In a provocative article entitled 
'Mozart's Teaching of Intonation',47 John Hind Chesnut 
wrote (p.271): 

Modern intonation practice. . . is not appropriate if our goal 
is to play Mozart's music as he himself wanted it played. The 
quasi-Pythagorean 'expressive' or 'functional' intonation of 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century non-keyboard instruments 
is particularly foreign to the tradition in which Mozart stood. 

Briefly, the difference between the 18th-century tuning 
of non-keyboard instruments and present practice lies 
in the use of major and minor semitones (in which, for 
instance, a D# differs from an Eb).48 This implies some- 
thing like mean-tone, though, as Telemann49 pointed 
out (describing the system as late as 1767), it is not a 
tuning 'based on any keyboard temperament; rather, it 
displays the sounds found on unrestricted instruments 
like the cello, violin, etc., that can play purely in tune.. 
Tuning is and was different on keyboard instruments 
and other kinds of instruments, because keyboards 
normally have only 12 notes available per octave.5" 

The need for flexibility in tuning on an oboe of the 
period influenced its proportions and design. The size of 
the tone-holes determines the amount of resistance 
against which one plays. Of the three oboe types dis- 
cussed here, the Loree has the biggest tone-holes and 
therefore offers the least playing resistance. As a result, it 
requires a relatively stiff, thick reed to balance the lack of 
resistance (a relationship not unlike that of the shawm, 
to which it is in that sense a throwback). That stiffness in 
turn causes the reed to be relatively inflexible in inton- 
ation and dynamics. Inflexibility is turned to advantage 
on the 20th-century oboe by making it exceptionally 
stable and loud, two qualities of great importance in the 
modern orchestra. But every gain has a price: dynamics 
on most modern woodwinds, including the Lor&e oboe, 
are comparatively 'muscle-bound'; change must be 
gradual. The usual treatment of dynamics that is familiar 

to any modern player is to superimpose a crescendo- 
decrescendo over a series of many notes, known as a 
'phrase'. (This automatically implies long phrases, in 
which one note is perceived as the 'climax'.) This practice 
would have greatly astonished Quantz, whose famous 
example of dynamics in an Adagio (in his Essai of 1752) 
show changes on the order of four to the bar. 

A reed as hard as that used on the Loree will not func- 
tion on a Baroque oboe, because of its relatively small 
tone-holes with their greater resistance. And because the 
softer reed that does work demands less physical invest- 
ment, both in breath pressure and embouchure strain, 
the quick nuances of dynamics and intonation 
demanded by 18th-century music are much easier on the 
earlier instrument. But the tone-holes on the Classical 
oboe are even smaller than on the Baroque oboe. At the 
same time, the bore is much narrower, not unlike the 
Loree. The necessary result is a reed that is soft like a 
Baroque one, but (to match its small bore) narrow like 
the Loree's. (An idea of these differences may be inferred 
from the relative widths of reeds: the Lor&e oboe's is 
about 7 mm, the Classical about 8 mm and the Baroque 
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13 Anon, Portrait of an oboist (? late 18th century, English) (London, Tony Bingham) 
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around lo mm.) 
The sum total of these design factors on the Classical 

oboe (smaller tone-holes, bore and reed) combine to 
make the high notes respond more easily than on the 
Baroque oboe; they are also easier to hold, even at piano 
and pianissimo. (Classical music, of course, demands not 
only higher notes, but many more of them.) Where the 
Classical and 20th-century oboe differ in this respect is 
in their reeds: the small tone-holes of the Classical 
instrument demand a softer and more flexible reed. 

The Classical oboe thus has as much (or as little) in 
common with the small-bored, high-pitched, note- 
specific Loree oboe as it has with the Baroque oboe. But 
it shares characteristics of each, in a combination that 
makes it unique. In my own experience, I have found 
that the singular playing characteristics and sound of the 
Classical oboe are not obtainable on other kinds of 
oboes. No other oboe type has its distinctive empfindsam 
gentleness of character and transparency of tone; the 
nature of the instrument answers the demands of the 
Classical repertory in unexpected ways, and leads the 
player to serendipitous discoveries. And if one has taken 
the technical risks involved in playing such an instru- 
ment, one is inspired also to take musical risks as well. 
(That, after all, is the real reason for playing original 
instruments: they may be steeped in history, but that 
baggage is light compared to the 'schools' or 'great 
masters' that are attached to modern instruments.) 

Seen from a historical perspective, all forms of the 
oboe, including the modern Loree, can be considered 
'transitional', since the instrument has always been in a 
state of mutation: sometimes faster, sometimes slower, 
reflecting the changing demands of the music it has had 
to play and, ultimately, the spirit of the respective eras in 
which it has flourished. The revival of Mozart's oboe 
brings with it the chance to rethink how his music can be 
played. It can open doors and reveal new insights to 
those who are interested. 

Bruce Haynes began playing and making early oboes in the 
1960s, and taught at the Royal Conservatory in the Hague, 
1972-83. He now lives in Montreal, and plays in various 
groups in Europe, North America and Japan. He has just 
completed an expanded edition of his book Music for 
Oboe, and has begun a doctoral thesis on the pitch levels of 
17th- and i8th-century music. 

Discussion 
DON SMITHERS On the question of articulation, the 20th- 

century idea of breathing and blowing harder as you go 

higher and moving your fingers up and down as if you 
were playing a glissando on the piano without any artic- 
ulation at all, this happens among some brass players 
and among some woodwind players. But in Mozart's 
time did you not articulate every note one way or 
another? 

BRUCE HAYNES You certainly slurred some notes, but 
because of that softer reed it's possible to articulate with- 
out disturbing the embouchure so drastically. No oboist 
likes to tongue, but depending on how hard the reed is 
you have the possibility of tonguing more or less. There 
are a lot of articulation marks in Classical music, and I 
guess that there was a similar amount in Baroque music 
but it was not marked. Modern flute playing is more 
legato than Classical playing was. 

DON SMITHERS I don't like using the term 'legato' 
because in the Classical period such a passage would still 
be articulated. 

JANE BOWERS No, you would slur some notes without 
articulating them, even a whole downwards scale, for 
instance. 

ROBERT LEVIN One of the pieces Mozart wrote for Wen- 

dling was the aria 'Se il padre' from Idomeneo, which 
uses the same four instruments as the wind concertante 
and three of the same players, Wengling, Ritter and 
Ramm, and so it is a very useful piece to look at their 
abilities. If you look at the way Mozart writes for the 
instruments here, and look at contemporary pieces, for 
instance the six bassoon quartets by Ritter, published in 
Paris at the time that Mozart met him, those quartets go 
very high, to a' and b'V, as does the bassoon in Idome- 
neo, but they do not use the bottom 4th, not below low 
E6. We see over and over again that Mozart in his writing 
for wind instruments has not a vague but an uncannily 
precise idea of what all the players can do. 

DANIEL HEARTZ YOu mentioned the Attwood lessons: 

actually the one you mention is a lesson in orchestration, 
not instrumentation. You stopped your quote about the 
clarinet being useful instead of the oboe just when it got 
interesting! Mozart says the clarinet is useful instead of 
the oboe where the key has too many sharps or flats, and 
then the lesson goes on that the clarinet plays only in one 

sharp or one flat. Now you might think that's a contra- 
diction, but then Mozart goes on to tell Attwood that 
there are four kinds of clarinet instead of the modern- 
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day three. Mozart also tells him that the highest note for 
the oboe in the orchestra is d"', so the high f'" in the 
Oboe Quartet is an exception. Does he ever go higher 
than d"' in the orchestra? 

MARIUS FLOTHUIS There is an e'". at the end of the Ada- 
gio in the big Serenade for Stadler and in the symphony 
K319, and in the 'Paris' Symphony there is an e"', but 
combined with the flutes. 

'The term 'Lor'e oboe' will be familiar to modern players anywhere 
in the world. The definitive 'modern' oboe type was developed by the 
firm ofA. L. Lorde (successors to Triebert) together with Georges Gil- 
let; the firm continues to produce many of the oboes used in present- 
day orchestras. 

2See B. Haynes, 'Lully and the Rise of the Oboe as Seen in Works of 
Art', EM, xvi (1988), pp.324-38. 

3The 'syst me 6', developed by Frederick Triebert in the 1870s, is the 
direct model from which the A6 'Conservatoire' Loree developed. See 
P. Bate, 'Oboe', New Grove, xiii, p.469-70. 

41brigens melden mir die zwey hautboisten (gleichwie ich auch 
selbsten eingestehen mus) das ihre 2 hautboi alters halber zu grund 
gehen, und den rechtmaissigen Tonum nicht mehr geben, wesswegen 
Euer Durchl: den schuldigsten Vortrag mache, das ein Meister Rock- 
obauer in Wienn sich befinde, welcher meines erachtens dissfahls der 

kaindigste ist. weillen nun dieser Meister mit derley arbeith zwar stitts 

beschafftiget ist, dermahlen aber sich besondere zeit nehmete, ein Paar 
gute daurhaffte hautboi mit einen extra stuckh auf satz (womit alle 
erforderliche Toni genohmen werden kdnten) zu verfertigen, dauor 
aber der nichste Prey8 in 8 Ducaten bestehet. als habe Euer Durchl. 
hohen Consens zu erwarthen, ob besagte 2 h6chst nothige hautboi um 
erstgemelten PreyB eingeschaffet werden dtirfften. . .' (My thanks to 
Paul Hailperin for help in translating this rather difficult passage.) 

An oboe stamped'ROCKO-BAUR WIEN was examined some years ago 
by Paul Hailperin in a private collection in Kremsminster. It has three 
original brass keys and two others added later. The instrument is 
turned in a simplified 'Baroque' fashion. Hailperin considers its overall 
length very short for the period, suggesting a higher pitch than usual. 
According to P. T. Young, 45oo00 Historical Woodwind Instruments 
(forthcoming), three other two-keyed oboes, an oboe d'amore, three 
'tenor oboes', six English horns and several other woodwinds by this 
maker survive. 

Joseph Haydn: Gesammelte Briefe und Aufzeichungen, ed. D. Bartha 
(Kassel, 1965), p.56 states (1) that no evidence has been found in the 

EsterMhzy archives that the new instruments requested were ever 
ordered or received; (2) that the name 'Mathias Rockobauer' appears 
often in the finances of the EsterMhzy archives, usually in connection 
with orders (by the dozen) of 'Mundstiicke' (i.e. reeds) for oboes and 
English horns. (If the oboes were purchased, it is likely they would have 
been used by Haydn for a considerable time afterwards.) 

'If numbers are substituted for keys (so that one flat = -1, three flats 
= -3, two sharps = +2, etc.) and the total keys are divided by the 
number of pieces, the average for all oboe solos (sonatas, concertos 
and obbligatos with voice) for the period 1690-1810 was -0.56. (These 
figures are based on solos whose tonalities were listed in B. Haynes, 
Music for Oboe, 165o-18oo; A Bibliography (Berkeley, 1985).) This is 
midway between no flats and one flat, leaning slightly toward the latter. 
Oboe solos in the period 1720-50 averaged -0.62; in the period 
1780-1810 the figure was -0.60. By themselves, oboe quartets (a solo 
form exclusive to the Classical period) averaged -0.37. 

6To arrive at this figure, I had to count over 8,000 individual notes. 
Tessitura can be quantitatively analysed by assigning numbers to each 
note in an instrument's range, multiplying by the length of time each 
one is used, and averaging the result. The average of ten representative 

oboe solos in Bach's cantatas is 14.59, between c"# and d". The figures 
for the three movements of the Mozart Oboe Quartet are 19.82,19.45 
and 19.o; the mean for the three movements is 19.32, or somewhat 
above f'#. 

7See P. Young, The Look of Music (Seattle, 1980), p.146. 
8See A. Bernardini, 'Carlo Palanca e la costruzione di strumenti a 

fiato a Torino nel Settecento', I flauto dolce, xiii (1985), pp.22-6. 
9All years are represented except 1769-73, 1775, 1778, 1785, 1786, 1790, 

1795-6 and 1798. This information is from Young, 45oo00 Historical 
Woodwind Instruments. 

0Of course, instruments were also less standardized than today. 
Illustrations from the period show three distinct types of oboe with 
different profiles: (1) highly pronounced turning, as in the instruments 
of Grundmann (illus.i and 2); (2) reduced turning and slimmer out- 
lines (illus.3); (3) models known as 'straight-tops' (for illustrations of 
these, see Haynes, 'Lully and the Rise of the Oboe', pp.367, 371, 373, 
380). 

"I am grateful to Cecil Adkins for supplying me with these photo- 
graphs. An excellent painting of the upper part of a Classical oboe, with 
reed, is Johann Joseph Zoffany's The Oboe Player, at Northampton 
Mass., Smith College Museum of Art (shown on the cover of EM, 
August 1988). 

~2'Senti l'eco ove t'agiri' in La finta semplice, K51/46a 
'3The two exquisite quintets with glass armonica, K617 and K616a 
14Mozart probably wrote the oboe solos in Lafinta giardiniera, K196 

(aria 3 and the Cavatina, no.22) for Secchi, who was principal oboist 
and Kammervirtuos at Munich in January 1775. Charles Burney, in The 
Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and the United 
Provinces. .. (London, 1773), i, p-172, had commented that Secchi was 
'. . . a very good hautboy, who, if I had not lately heard Fischer, would 
have charmed me.' Secchi was mentioned by many writers of the time, 
and is survived by an oboe concerto. See B. Haynes, Music for Oboe, 
1650-18oo: A Bibliography (Berkeley, 24991). Most of the oboists cited 
here have left compositions for their instrument. 

15See A. Bernardini, 'The Oboe in the Venetian Republic, 1692-1797', 
EM, xvi (1988), p.381. 

16Fiala was a cellist, gambist and prolific composer who worked at 
Salzburg from 1778, moving to Vienna in 1785. See J. Piersol, The Oet- 
tingen-Wallerstein Hofkapelle and its Wind Music (Ph.D. diss., U. of 
Iowa, 1972). 

17Mozart thought Ramm was about 35 in 1777 (see letter of 3 
December). He had written from Mannheim, where he had first met 
Ramm, that he had 'einen hibschen feinen ton' and 'sehr sch6n blast'. 

18Mozart, in a letter to his father in February 1778: 'fOr den Ferlendi.' 
See Leopold Mozart's letter of 15 October 1777, and Wolfgang's of 4 
November. Mozart's Flute Concerto in D, K314/285d, is an arrangement 
of this piece. The Oboe Concerto quickly became more associated with 
Ramm than Ferlendis (see Mozart's letter of 15 February 1783). Being at 
Mannheim, Ramm probably had a number of oboe concertos at his 
disposal. Mozart called it Ramm's 'Cheval de bataille' See B. Paum- 
gartner, 'Zu Mozarts Oboen-Concert C-Dur K.V.314 (285d)', Mozart 

Jahrbuch (1950), p.25. 
19In Paris in April 1778 Mozart wrote a piece for three wind soloists 

from Mannheim (J. B. Wendling, Ramm and G. W. Ritter, plus Gio- 
vanni Punto) in that particular Parisian fashion, the symphonie con- 
certante, for flute, oboe, bassoon and horn. (The piece is lost, but has 
been reconstructed by Robert Levin. It survives in an altered form as 
K Anh.I,9/297b/Anh. C14.ol. See R. D. Levin, Who Wrote the Mozart 
Four-wind Concertante? (New York, 1988). Two years later Mozart had 
occasion to write the aria 'Se il padre perdei' in Idomeneo for the same 
Mannheim players, now at Munich. Mozart also began another con- 
certo for Ramm (K293/416f) in the autumn of 1778 (see Levin, 
pp.2-3), but it survives only as a fragment. Cf. also 'Popoli di Tes- 
saglia' below. 

2oSee B. Haynes, 'The Oboe Solo before 18oo: A Survey', Journal of the 
International Double Reed Society (1989), pp.7-14. The quartet was 
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written immediately after the first performances of Idomeneo, in which 
Ramm was the solo oboist. 

2"Popoli di Tessaglia' was written for Aloysia Weber, who was then 
18, and prima donna at the Munich court opera. That the work was for 
Ramm is presumed, since it was finished at Munich, where he was the 
solo oboist. There is a possibility that it could have been written for 
Ludwig August Lebrun (1752-91), who was also in the Elector's orches- 
tra at Mannheim when Mozart visited (though Mozart does not men- 
tion him in letters), and at Munich from 1778. Lebrun was a better 
known soloist than Ramm. But he was often touring with his wife, the 
famous soprano Francisca Danzi. 

2 See U. Toeplitz, Die Holzblaser in der Musik Mozarts und ihr Ver- 
hailtnis zu Tonartwahl (Baden-Baden, 1978), p.88 and Levin, Who Wrote 
the Mozart Four-wind Concertante?, pp.176-7. 

23See B. Haynes, 'Oboe Fingering Charts, 1695-1816' GSJ, xxxi (1978), 
p.88 

2In Bb, possibly written in 1775; at D-HR and D-Rtt 
25In F, at A-SEI and H-Bb, Ms c.1800oo 
26[? Johann Christian Fischer], The Hoboy Preceptor (London, 

c.1800) includes notes up to g'" in the fingering chart (p.5). Franqois- 
Joseph Gamrnier, first oboist at the Paris Opera from 1786 to c.18o9, also a 
member of the Royal Chapel from 1784, goes to f'" in the chart in his 
Mfthode raisonnee (c.1800), p.16. Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart, 
in Ideen zu einer Asthetik der Tonkunst (1806, though mostly written in 
the 1780s), p.319, says the oboe went only to c'", but adds 'Die neuesten 
Meister haben noch das drey gestrichene D, E, und F hinzugethan.' 

27K179/189a 
28Letter of 4 April 1787 
29See N. Shackleton, 'Clarinet', New Grove, iv, p.440. 
30One well known example is Mozart's replacement of oboes with 

clarinets in parts of the later version of the Symphony in G minor, 
K550. 

31'Levin, Who Wrote the Mozart Four-wind Concertante?, p.53, citing 
an observation by Marius Flothius. Toeplitz, Die Holzblaser, p.182 
points out that the two instruments appeared together only 
occasionally in Mozart's works. 

32The range of pitches on surviving oboes with multiple top joints is 
generally very small. See P. T. Young, University of Victoria Loan Exhi- 
bition of Historic Double Reed Instruments (1988), no.28. The two 
pitches in question may have been those of the two sections of the 
Eisenstadt musical establishment: one (the Schlosschor) played with a 
Baroque organ, the other (the 'Cammer Musique', mostly at Esz- 
terhaiza) probably played at Viennese pitch. See H. C. Robbins 
Landon, Haydn: Chronicle and Works (1976), ii, p.82. 

33J. F. Reichardt, Ueber die Pflichten des Ripien-Violinisten (Berlin 
and Leipzig, 1776), p.86; trans. in A. Mendel, 'On the Pitches in Use in 
Bach's Time', MQ, xli (1955), P.471. 

34Cf. the pitches of surviving flutes from the period made in Berlin. 
Mendel, ibid, quotes Marpurg as giving a Berlin a' = 414 Hz in 1776. 
Johann Heinrich Lambert reported a Berlin a' = 415.25 Hz in 1775, in 
'Observations sur les Flittes', Nouveaux memoires de l'Acadimie Royale 
des Sciences et Belles-Lettres (Berlin, 1777), pp.13-48, quoted in C. Karp, 
The Pitches of 18th Century Strung Keyboard Instruments, with Par- 
ticular Reference to Swedish Material (Stockholm, 1984), p.14. 

35Two notes were also added to the bottom of the range by the use of 
extension keys. 

36What originally led me to learn to play the early oboe was when I 
(as a player of the Loree oboe) first tried the oboe concertos of Haydn 
and Mozart on a recorder and realized how much easier they were to 
play without keys. 

37A. Bernardini, 'Due chiavi per Rossini? Storia e sviluppo dell'oboe 
a Bologna prima del 1850', II flauto dolce, xvii/xviii (1987), pp.18-32. 

38The profile of this instrument is similar to the Dresden design of 
makers like Grenser, Grundmann and Floth. 

39See Haynes, 'Oboe Fingering Charts'. 
4oGrundmanns that may have original extra keys are listed in Young, 

45oo00 Historical Woodwind Instruments, Y numbers 14, 17, 22, 24, 28, 
46-8; six of these are dated, the earliest being 1781. 

41Four other instruments may have had additional original keys, but 
this is not certain. See Young, 45oo00 Historical Woodwind Instruments, Y 
14, 17, 22 and 24. 

42The instruments arrived in 1778 (see his letter of 6 July 1778). It is 
interesting that he complained about the intonation of the English 
horns, because Giuseppe Ferlendis (known for his close association 
with the instrument) was in Salzburg at that time, and was a friend of 
the Mozarts. Since Leopold was not himself an oboist, in order to eval- 
uate the instruments, he must have consulted someone whose judge- 
ment he trusted. 

43These two keys were evidently considered the most necessary addi- 
tions. As a player of the Baroque oboe, I have more than once thought 
the instrument would be just about perfect with the addition of these 
two keys for c' # and the octave. One adds a note otherwise missing, the 
other opens up new possibilities in the upper range. Auguste-Gustave 
Vogt, the respected oboe teacher at the Paris Conservatory from 1802 
until 1853, described an oboe in his manuscript Methode pour hautbois 
(c. 1813) with four keys; the two additions were for f' and low b. 

44Called then a Schleifklappe, and first introduced to make possible 
upward slurs of intervals larger than a 3rd. 

45The first such key we know about appeared on an oboe dated 1749 
by Charles Bizey (M. Piguet collection). Grundmann added an octave 
and c' # keys to an oboe dated 1781 (Young, 45oo00 Historical Woodwind 
Instruments, Y14; coincidentally the year the Mozart Oboe Quartet was 
written). The next appearance is 1788. But the majority (13) of his oboes 
dated after 1790 originally have only the two standard keys. 

46Haynes, 'Oboe Fingering Charts', p.8o 
47JAMS, xxx (1977), pp.254-71 
48See B. Haynes, 'Beyond Temperament: Non-keyboard Intonation 

in the 17th and 18th Centuries', EM, xix (1991). In bar 42 of 'Popoli di 
Tessaglia', mentioned above, the voice has a b6 and a# in the same bar; 
both the oboe and violin have a' , though the piece is in C minor. The 
distinction between the two notes was obviously significant to Mozart. 

49G. P. Telemann, 'Neues musicalisches System' (1742/3) published in 
L. C. Mizler, Musikalische Bibliothek, iii (Leipzig, 1752'R1966), 
pp.713-19 (plus tables), and 'Letzte Beschaftigung G. Ph. Telemanns im 
86. Lebensjahre, bestehend aus einer musikalische Klang- und Inter- 
vallen Tafel' in Unterhaltungen, iii (Hamburg, 1767); reprinted in 
Georg Philipp Telemann: Singen ist das fundament zur Musik in allen 
Dingen, ed. W. Rackwitz (Leipzig, 1985), pp.266-73. This is a continu- 
ation of Telemann's 'System' of 1742/3. 

50'We should be less surprised by [such a situation] when we remem- 
ber that from the nineteenth century to the present day, keyboard and 
non-keyboard instruments have characteristically been tuned accord- 
ing to different systems of intonation, the keyboard instruments being 
in equal temperament and the non-keyboard instruments usually in 
some form of quasi-Pythagorean tuning.' Chesnut, p.257. 
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St Stephen's Cathedral, Vienna, from Karl Schiutz and Johann Ziegler, Sammlung von Aussichten der Residenzstadt Wien von 
ihren Vorstiidtenund einigen unliegenden Oerten (Vienna, 1780-c.1790) 
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